TRADITIONAL FINNISH SAUNA EVENING – as the Finns enjoy it!
Guided forest trip to explore silence of the nature & traditional wood heated sauna experience

Make a trip with the host/hostess of the house to nearby forest to explore Finnish nature. This trip can be organized all year round. During summertime you can make a bath whisk of birch and enjoy it in a traditional Finnish wood heated sauna, where you can wash yourself with clean water from the lake, or take a dip in the lake. Extras: Enjoys Finnish sausages cooked on the stove and beverages

PRICE  90 € / group, towels 2 € each
EXTRAS  Beverages and Finnish sausages to cook on the stove while bathing 10 € / person
INCLUDES  ½-1hour forest trip, preheated private sauna 50min, and heated water, taxes

SUITABLE FOR  Families, couples, individuals
LANGUAGES  English, Finnish
LOCATION  Sahanlahti Resort, Puumala, Mikkeli region, Saimaa district
DURATION  1.5-2 hours
AVAILABILITY  All year round
GROUP SIZE  1-5
BOOKINGS  Sahanlahti Resort, sales@sahanlahtiresort.fi, tel. +358 (0)40 7799896